“We are the code Behind the Technology you use“

Prepared by
blspacer@gmail.com

Introduction.
The purpose of this digital marketing proposal is to give you a bit of
information about Blank Spacer and the various digital marketing services
we offer, along with information and pricing for a custom digital marketing
solution based on your needs. Based on our previous discussion, I feel like
we are a good fit for one another. I've spoken with my team, and they're
excited to get to work helping you reach your marketing goals.
At the end of this document, you'll find a pricing table that includes the
services we've discussed previously. If after reviewing our full list of services
you feel like the items in the pricing table don't fit your needs
appropriately, just send me a comment (to the right) and I'll make any
necessary changes.
Once you're happy with the services and prices for your custom digital
marketing solution, go ahead and e-sign at the bottom of this proposal and
we'll move forward from there!
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About Us

Blank Spacer is a full-service digital marketing agency based in Dhaka,
Bangladesh.
In today's digital business world, you need a partner who can help you take
advantage of marketing opportunities across a variety of channels in realtime. Blank Spacer combines a data-driven approach with knowledge gained
from years in digital marketing to deliver outstanding results to our clients.
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Our Services

Blank Spacer is an end-to-end provider of digital marketing services.
Whether you're looking for a turnkey managed strategy, an independent
audit, or services specific to a short-term campaign, our experience and
approach are sure to prove to be a valuable asset. Our in-house services
include:
❖ Web Design & Development
❖ Social Media
❖ Content Writing
❖ Boosting
❖ Digital Content & Video
❖ Logo Design
❖ Image retouching, resizing , post processing
❖ Software/apps/web service quality Assurance.
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Web Design & Development.

Your website is the center of your digital presence. It's one of the few places
on the internet where you can deliver your brand's message free of
distortion or distraction. Blank Spacer's web development services are
perfect for brands at any stage.

Our web development team can help you build your brand's website from
the ground up. We specialize in building websites that tell a unique brand
story while meeting the expectations of today's most discerning consumers.
If your website is already built but isn't performing to expectations, we can
perform a detailed audit and work with you to improve site architecture,
design, and responsiveness.
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Social Media

Social Media has changed how brands communicate with their audiences
forever. Whether your business is a B2B or B2C brand, social media is a
powerful way to build brand awareness, build a positive image, and drive
lead generation. We specialize in strategic social media campaigns that
focus on building and protecting a positive brand image, creating loyalty
among fans, and driving new leads for your business. Our full suite of social
media services includes:
•

Social Strategy Development

•

Social Media Consulting

•

Social Media Advertising

•

Community Engagement
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Content Writing.

Content Writing Now a days one of the most powerful and potential
technique is Content Writing. Everyone has their own product or services.
Even many of them are working or developing the same product or service
materials but only few of them lasts in the market and grab the customer's
attention. The reason behind it is Content. How catchy you make your
product or service to your client. IT should be unique but user friendly. At
Blank Spacer we are working on content writing and no doubt we have taken
this service to professional level.
Our data driven approach ensures that you understand the true ROI of your
social media efforts, and our team works tirelessly to improve the return on
your investment in social media.
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Boost your Offers /Services

1 million or more offers and services are running in the Digital Media sector
every day. You might receive huge e-mail /promotional service every day
but surely not all of them are for you.
At Blank Spacer, we have extensive experience leveraging Boosting service
to drive growth for our clients. Our approach to boosting service is datadriven, which allows us to deploy campaigns that focus on efficiency and
constant improvement.
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Digital Content & Video

Content is the king of today's marketing environment. The most successful
brands in the world have developed detailed content strategies that help
them inspire, entertain, and educate their target audiences. At Blank
Spacer, we specialize in helping our clients plan, produce, and promote
content that drives audience engagement and conversions. Our full suite of
content services includes
•
•
•
•

Digital Content Strategy
Content Production
Graphic Design
Multi-language Content

Whether you're producing blog posts, images, or videos, Blank Spacer can be
trusted to support your content marketing efforts.
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Clients.
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Contact.
Please feel free to contact us
Office Address: House no #3; Road #13B; Sector #11, Uttara, Dhaka
Cell: 01836317128
E-mail: blspacer@gmail.com
Facebook: blspacerbd
www.blspacer.com
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